
Premium Interlocking Tiles 
RecLok Elite Rubber tiles bring a premium aesthetic and high 
performance to loose lay interlocking tile installations with its dual 
vulcanized layer system that provides a full color top layer paired to a 
shock absorbing base layer. Meets or exceeds the following 
performance standard slip resistance, force reduction, tensile strength, 
resistance to chemicals, indentation, and color stability.   Our systems 
also meet Greenguard and Greenguard Gold, and do not emit any 
VOC's. This system provides superior product features that include:
• High Tensile Strength for greater durability
• Closed Cell Structure for easier cleaning and disinfecting
• Zero Rubber Odor
• Anti bacterial and Anti Fungal
• Vibrant Colors for incredible appearance

The system also utilizes SurfaceCo's new patent pending MASS 
interlocking system which allows these tiles to be used with our 
standad 9mm RecLok system in order to design incredible spaces 
while also providing a cost reducing mix and match of the two systems.

Elite Platform Tiles 
Our Maple and Dark Grey drop in elite platforms have been 

designed to replicate the slip coefficient of real wood platforms 

while providing a more durable surface with all the same benefits as 

the rest of the Elite system.  These 4'x6' platform inserts can be 

dropped anywhere into the system and can even be combined with 

9mm underlayment tiles and 18mm dropzones to create elevated 

inlaid platforms with easy to add beveled edge strips. Also available 

in 4x6 interlocking tiles.

For more information please contact Rec Surfaces at: 
608.314.9294 • 800.314.1604 • fax: 608.314.9304
email: info@recsurfaces.com • www.recsurfaces.com
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MAT SIZES 

INTERLOCKING TILE COLORS

PLATFORM TILE COLORS

9mm

MASS is a revolutionary 
innovation in interlocking 
tiles. Now 2x2, 4x4 and 
4x6 tiles can interlock 
with each other.

Patent Pending

DARK BLUE FLAKEDARK GREY FLAKE SAND FLAKERED FLAKE

WHERE TO USE:
Fitness Clubs

Health Centers

Retail Spaces

Offices

Schools

Aerobic Fitness & Yoga Studios

Weight and Locker Rooms

Dimensions 
2x2 = 22.5 x 22.5
4x4 = 45 x 45
4x6 = 67.5 x 45

Sqft
2x2 = 3.52
4x4 = 14.06
4x6 = 21.09
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